During nervous system development, neural progenitor cells divide asymmetrically, renewing themselves and budding off daughter cells with more restricted potential. Daughter cells can either differentiate directly, or divide to expand a certain branch of a lineage tree. However, how the mitotic potential of any given daughter cell is controlled during neural lineage progression is not well understood. In the Drosophila embryo, neural progenitor cells, neuroblasts, generate the CNS by series of asymmetric cell divisions. Daughter cells from such divisions, ganglion mother cells (GMCs), typically divide once to generate two neurons or glia. However, in certain lineages, such as thoracic neuroblast 5-6, there is an intriguing switch in division mode, such that the four last-born daughter cells never divide, instead differentiating directly into the Apterous (Ap) neurons. In a genetic screen scoring for affects upon NB5-6 lineage progression, we have identified two loci that fail to execute the lineage topology switch. Here, Ap cells undergo one ectopic round of division before differentiating, resulting in a doubling of the number of Ap neurons. These two loci map to kuzbanian and neuralized-two components of the Notch signaling pathway. We find that the Notch pathway is not critical for the specification of Ap neurons, but acts exclusively to control the switch in daughter cell division potential. The reason why Ap neurons only divide ectopically one round in Notch mutants is that each Ap neuron is converted into a GMC, and GMCs are prevented from dividing by pros. To our knowledge, this is the first identified mechanism for a genetic switch in neural lineage topology. (2008) have shown that overexpression of Arx in the VZ of the cortex increases cell cycle length, however, the effect on the cell cycle has not been examined. In addition, how Arx regulates the cell cycle and therefore the pattern of differentiation of the neuronal progenitor cells in the VZ is not well understood. To further understand how the loss of Arx in the cortical VZ affects the progenitor cell proliferation we performed EdU/BrdU pulse labeling experiments to look for a change in the cell cycle and found none. We also labeled with BrdU and mitotic markers to look for increased cell cycle exit and found that it was similar to wildtype. We labeled with SVZ and mitotic markers and found a decrease in proliferating intermediate progenitor cells in the SVZ. Finally, we examined layer formation in the cortex and found that deeper layers were more affected than superficial layers by this loss of progenitor cells. (Nakazaki et al., 2008) . E pigenetic marks associated with Hes1 and Neurog2 promoters are altered in Sp −/− embryos. These marks are reversed in FA rescued embryos (Ichi et al., 2010) . The question that we want to address is how does FA rescue Sp −/− phenotype? Lagha et al., (2008) showed direct activation of fgfr4 by Pax3. We therefore hypothesized that FA plays a role in neuronal progenitor cell maintenance in FA-rescued Sp −/− embryos by up-regulating Fgfr4 in the absence of functional 
